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Economic redundancy reflects autonomy in management of an enterprise, 
and unconstrained application will severely harm labors’ rights by causing 
plenty of redundancy, which will influence stable development of economy and 
social harmony. Based on Labor Contract Law and Labor Law issued on Jan. 
1st, 2008, the regulations of economic redundancy have been perfected further, 
but something unclear or non-operational still exists.  
Except for introduction and conclusion parts, this thesis consists of four 
chapters containing the systematic analysis and research for economic 
redundancy in China.  
In chapter one, the basic theory of economic redundancy is introduced, 
with connotation, nature and feature of economic redundancy system presented, 
which is useful for research of this thesis. Meanwhile, basing on discussion of 
historical development background of economic redundancy, the author in this 
essay has concluded functions of economic redundancy, which will be 
fundamental for comparative research in the following.  
In chapter two, the author has performed comparative research on foreign 
laws of economic redundancy system through introducing legislation cases of 
economic redundancy in law genealogy of Britain and America, civil law 
countries, and Taiwan, and also presented suggestions for legislative perfection 
in China.  
The current situation and problems existing about economic redundancy in 
China has been analyzed in chapter three, in which all kinds of regulations of 
economic redundancy in China are presented in details, aiming at excavating 
and reckoning problems for further research on perfection suggestions in the 
following parts.  
In chapter four, the author has presented legislative suggestions for 
perfecting economic redundancy system in China. Starting from two aspects of 
the entity and procedure, the author proposes countermeasures to deal with 
problems systematically. As for entity, principle of proportionality is 
introduced, which requires that employers should try to avoid redundancy, with 















employers should specify legal reason for redundancy. The state is supposed to 
regulate minimum standards for “worst hardship”, in which local laws can 
regulate corresponding standards according to local economic level which 
should not be less than the minimum standards. Legal liability terms should be 
reconstructed by regulations in Taiwan being referred. As for the process of 
redundancy, notification process before redundancy should be perfected and 
specific notification and explanation of employers should be definite with 
adequate materials supplied. Furthermore, labor consultation system should be 
introduced, relatively specific system rules should be designed, the defending 
right of labors be highlighted, and enforceable consultation obligations of 
employers be emphasized. Moreover, administrative intervention mechanism of 
redundancy should be perfected by setting up redundancy early warning 
mechanism and specifying government supervision process in two aspects.  
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 1994 年颁布的《劳动法》第 27 条规定了用人单位裁减人员的相关规定，
“裁员”遂成为劳动合同解除制度中的一项内容。2007 年颁布的《劳动合
同法》第 41 条对用人单位裁员作出了较《劳动法》更为具体的规定。 





















































法》第 27 条没有强调经济性裁员的规模性，而《劳动合同法》第 40、41
条进行了完善。根据第 41 条的规定，在裁减人员 20 人以上或者裁减不足
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